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T
he field of globular protein fibrillation
has gone through a rapid develop-
ment over the last decades. It was

found that the formation of fibrillar arrange-
ments is driven by several noncovalent
intermolecular forces, including hydropho-
bic and electrostatic interactions, ionic and
hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals
attraction.1�3 The resulting quaternary
structures of proteins or polypeptides, the
so-called amyloid fibrils, are mainly charac-
terized by well-defined cross-β-sheet layer-
ing perpendicular to a fibril's main axis.4,5

There is a broad range of proteins reported
being able to arrange in such a way. In vivo,
this self-assembly scheme occurs for fibroin
in spider silk fibers,6 and it is also preemi-
nent in neurodegenerative disorders, such
as Parkinson's, Alzheimer's, and diabetes
mellitus type II,7,8 where insoluble amyloid
fibrils accumulate in the extracellular space
of various tissues and organs, disrupting their
proper functionality.9�11 In vitro, many food-
grade proteins, such asR-lactalbumin,12,13

β-lactoglobulin,12,14�16 ovalbumin,17,18 and

lysozyme,19�21 can also form amyloid fibrils
under appropriate treatment. Depending
on incubation conditions (pH, temperature,
ionic strength, protein concentration, incu-
bation time, presence of denaturation sur-
factants, etc.), the structures obtained can
range from random aggregates to flexible,
semiflexible, and rod-like objects. These
fibrils have a potential application as func-
tional food ingredients such as texture
builders and foaming or gelling agents.22�24

Furthermore, due to their high strength and
elasticity, amyloid fibrils can be used as
templates for a variety of biomaterials and
advanced devices.25�27 Hence, protein self-
assembly is an important process and of
great relevance in many different scientific
areas, among them biomedical research,
food science, nanotechnology, and bioma-
terials science.
It has been reported previously that the

globular protein bovine serum albumin
(BSA) can aggregate or fibrillate into β-sheet-
rich structures under a broad range of
incubation conditions.28�34 In most of
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ABSTRACT Protein-based amyloid fibrils can show a great variety of polymorphic

structures within the same protein precursor, although the origins of these structural

homologues remain poorly understood. In this work we investigate the fibrillation of

bovine serum albumin;a model globular protein;and we follow the polymorphic

evolution by a statistical analysis of high-resolution atomic force microscopy images,

complemented, at larger length scales, by concepts based on polymer physics

formalism. We identify six distinct classes of coexisting amyloid fibrils, including

flexible left-handed twisted ribbons, rigid right-handed helical ribbons and nano-

tubes. We show that the rigid fibrils originate from flexible fibrils through two diverse

polymorphic transitions, first, via a single-fibril transformation when the flexible left-handed twisted ribbons turn into the helical left-handed ribbons, to

finally evolve into nanotube-like structures, and second, via a double-fibril transformation when two flexible left-handed twisted ribbons wind together

resulting in a right-handed twisted ribbon, followed by a rigid right-handed helical ribbon polymorphic conformation. Hence, the change in handedness

occurs with an increase in the level of the fibril's structural organization.

KEYWORDS: bovine serum albumin . protein self-assembly . amyloid fibrils . statistical analysis . polymorphism . handedness .
atomic force microscopy
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the cases, self-assembly was achieved by applying high
temperatures (60�80 �C), with different salt concen-
trations (0�300 mM), and in a wide window of pHs
(from 2 to 7.5). Randomly aggregated proteins or short
flexible fibrillar structures with increased intermolecu-
lar β-sheet content and evidence of R-helices dena-
turation were reported, bearing evidence for amyloid
formation. In this study the conditions within which
BSA fibrillation is performed were chosen to be similar
to those previously followed for β-lactoglobulin,35

ovalbumin,17 and lysozyme19 fibril formation (90 �C
and pH 2) but at higher protein concentration (6w/w%
BSA protein solution).
The BSA fibrillar structures assembled during the

fibrillation process were characterized in detail using
atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM), revealing details of the
structure at the single fibril length scale.14,15,36,37 The
XYZ coordinates of the fibrils' middle lines were ex-
tracted from AFM images via an in-house-developed
processing and tracking software. Thus, basic mor-
phological parameters such as total contour length,
average height, or pitch size could be evaluated from
a systematic statistical analysis performed on the ex-
tracted coordinates, in analogy with previous work
from our group on other classes of amyloids.14,35

Moreover, by applying polymer physics concepts on
the tracked coordinates of the fibrils,14,19,36 larger
length scale structural information such as persistence
length and scaling exponent were also determined,
providing valuable information on the structural iden-
tification and characterization.
The results from such analysis show some surprising

findings. We found that, at the beginning of the
fibrillation process, BSA assembles into flexible fibrils
with left-handed twisted ribbon morphology, while
upon increasing the incubation time, the existence of
the rigid fibrils starts to be observed. These rigid fibrils
can originate from the flexible fibrils following two
different pathways of polymorphic transitions: a single-
fibril and a double-fibril transformation pathway, re-
spectively. The single-fibril pathway is the transforma-
tion of the flexible left-handed twisted ribbons into
left-handed helical ribbons, finally closing into nano-
tube-like structures. In the case of the double-fibril
pathway, two flexible left-handed twisted ribbonswind
together into a right-handed twisted ribbon, followed by
the formation of a rigid right-handedhelical ribbon. Thus,
the coexistence of left- and right-handed fibrils self-
assembled from the same globular protein is unambigu-
ously identified, and the individual polymorphic transient
intermediates were fully resolved.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

BSA Assembles into Different Amyloid Structures during the
Fibrillation Process. Figure 1A illustrates AFM snapshots
of the samples acquired at given incubation times, 6,
40, 70, 100, and 145 h, when the BSA solution was

incubated at 90 �C and pH 2. At these conditions, the
native state of the protein undergoes not only dena-
turation but also hydrolysis, similarly to what was
reported in other globular protein systems such as
β-lactoglobulin, lysozyme, and ovalbumin.17,35,38 Sodium
dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(SDS-PAGE) analysis displays a decrease in molecular
weight from a single BSA molecule mass of 66 kDa to
relatively small polypeptide masses below 6.5 kDa in
the first 40 h (Figure S1). Circular dichroism (CD)
measurements of the filtered samples were performed
in order to confirm the amyloid nature of the BSA
fibrils. CD spectra show β-sheet-rich content at 40 and
100 h of incubation, represented by a pronounced
peak around the wavelength value 217 nm (Figure S2).
The first class of relatively short and flexible fibrils starts
to appear at 6 h. Upon further incubation their length
and number monotonically grow up to 40 h, which
results in an increase of the coverage area of AFM sub-
strates by the fibrils. Between 40 and 70 h of incubation
a new class of rigid fibrils originates and coexists with
the flexible fibrils for the remaining incubation. Flexible
BSA fibrils with similar shape visualized by transmission
electron microscopy have been previously reported
after fibrillation processes at 60 �C, pH 2, 0.2�0.3M salt,
10 h30 and 70 �C, pH 7.4, no salt, 96 h.28 However, to
date, rigid BSA fibrils have never been detected. The
coexistence of flexible and rigid fibrils has also been
reported for ovalbumin17 and for β-lactoglobulin in-
cubated in an ethanol�water mixture.35 For 100 and
145 h samples it is possible to observe that the cover-
age area of the substrate by both fibril classes progres-
sively decreases. Inset photographs of the solutions
within the sample tubes show an increase of the
brownish color over time. The solution becomes more
viscous, as it can clearly be seen by the presence of
trapped bubbles after 145 h of incubation (Figure 1A,
145 h, inset). These are indications that grown to a certain
length, BSA fibrils start to entangle and form aggregates
upon stirring. The presence of aggregates at later stages
of incubation is also confirmed by AFM (Figure S3).

Within the broad diversity of BSA fibrils, two sub-
classes of flexible and four subclasses of rigid fibrils can
be distinguished (Figure 1B). Figure 1C represents the
longitudinal height profiles of the fibrils displayed in
Figure 1B, by which six types of fibrils can be deter-
mined. Within the class of flexible fibrils there are thin
fibrils with a visible periodical change in height along
the contour (cyan) and thick fibrils with a random
height fluctuation profile (violet). Rigid fibrils have four
different morphologies: thin without periodicity (green),
thin with periodicity (red), thick without periodicity
(orange), and thick with periodicity (blue). Figure 1D
displays the chronological appearance of the different
fibril subclasses in the solution.

Detailed Morphology of the BSA Fibrils and Fibril Tracking
Procedure. We have detected six different types of the
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BSA fibrils based on their average height and presence
of periodical structure along their contour length. In
order to characterize them in detail, we performed
high-resolution AFM imaging and built 3D schematic
representations based on them (Figure 2A�C). Magni-
fied AFM images show that two types of rigid fibrils
with cylindrical-like shape possess no visible periodi-
city along their contours (Figure 2A). Rigid fibrils with
periodicity have a conformation of right-handed heli-
cal ribbons (Figure 2B). Finally, flexible fibrils can be
described as left-handed twisted ribbons composed of
two protofilaments (Figure 2C). The fact that flexible
thin fibrils have clearly visible height fluctuations while
flexible thick ones do not, may indicate that only in the
first case is the cross section of the fibril sufficiently far
from being axiosymmetric, whereas in the second case
the maximum and minimum height should be much
closer. This last scenario, in multistranded fibrils, can, in
principle, be realized via a noncylindrical cross section
of the composing protofilaments.39 For the sake of
simplicity, when building the 3D schematic represen-
tations, we used a simple cylindrical shape for the
individual protofilaments in each of the two flexible
fibril types. Figure S4 shows the occasional presence of
relatively long protofilaments adsorbed on mica in a
free state, as well as the presence of short fragments in
the background.

In order to easily identify the polymorphic states,
next we use the following notation: the main
symbol F stands for flexible and R for rigid. A subscript
represents the thickness of a fibril: 1 for thin and 2 for
thick fibrils. A superscript displays the handedness of
an object: l is left handed, r is right handed, and 0 is
absence of observable handedness. Thus, the BSA fibril
nomenclature is F1

l for flexible thin left-handed (cyan),
F2

l for flexible thick left-handed (violet), R1
0 for rigid

thin without handedness (green), R2
0 for rigid thick

without handedness (orange), R1
r for rigid thin right-

handed (red), and R2
r for rigid thick right-handed (blue)

(see Figure 2A�C). Figure 2D illustrates the basics of
the fibril coordinates' acquisition procedure. Each
tracked fibril is characterized by its contour: a sequence
of points ordered along the fibril's middle line fromone
end to the other (Figure 2D, top). All contours have a
constant distance between the point's projections on
the XY plane, the step size s, which has a typical value of
about the pixel size of the AFM image (Figure 2D,
bottom). Thus, the coordinates xi, yi (in the image
plane) and zi (height) of all the points incorporated
by the contour provide a complete spatial description
of the fibril middle line. All coordinates extracted in
this way were further used in a statistical analysis.
More details about the fibril tracking process are given
in the Materials and Methods.

Figure 1. (A) AFM snapshots of the 6 w/w % BSA solution incubated at 90 �C and pH 2 after different incubation times (left to
right: 6, 40, 70, 100, and 145 h). In preparation of the AFM samples, the solutionwas diluted to 0.1 w/w%protein concentration
prior to deposition on mica. Inset images show the visual appearance of the corresponding samples. (B) AFM images of the
different types of the BSA fibrils: thick flexiblewith randomheight fluctuations (violet), thin flexiblewith periodicity (cyan), thick
rigid with periodicity (blue), thick rigid without periodicity (orange), thin rigid with periodicity (red), thin rigid without
periodicity (green). Black lines are longitudinal sections of the fibrils with their height profiles displayed in panel (C). (D)
Chronological appearance of each fibril type. Color codes are used consistently to identify fibril types in panels (B), (C), and (D).
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Statistical Analysis of the BSA Fibrils. Coordinates of
fibrils extracted in the tracking process (Figure 2D)
were further used for a systematic statistical analysis.
Figure 3A�C depict fibril average height histograms
for each fibril type, and Figure 3D shows the summary.
All results for statistical analysis of the height values are
explained in the Supporting Information (SI) and col-
lected in Table S1. Pitch size estimation for the fibril
subclasses with height periodicity was performed by
fast Fourier transform (FFT) analysis of the height
profiles. An FFT is an algorithm used to calculate the
Fourier transform of discrete functions (DFT):

Ak ¼ ∑
N

n¼ 1
hne

�2πi(k � 1)(n � 1=N) (1)

k ¼ 1, :::, N

where hn is the height of the nth point, N is taken as a
maximal number of points in a contour among tracked
fibrils of a certain subclass, and i is the imaginary unit.
Amplitude Ak of the DFT describes the presence of a

frequency component k in a height profile. Prior to
calculation the first-order polynomial line was sub-
tracted from each fibril profile to center the average
height value at zero. Obtained FFT curves were then
averaged using fibril lengths as weight factors.
Figure 3E,F show resulting Fourier transforms for fibril
types F1

l and R1
r, which are rescaled for the

1 μm length. Peaks related to the fibril periodicity in
each case aremarkedwith colored stripes. Hence, from
the inverse of the dominating frequency, the fibril
periodicity p is found to be 40�50 nm for F1

l and
35�40 nm for R1

r as well as R2
r (Figure S6).

In order to analyze the period of twisted/helical
ribbons and their morphology in more detail, the
autocorrelation function Rxx was implemented on the
height h, as well as on angular twist θ of the fibrils. The
discrete autocorrelation function has the following
form:

Rxx (m) ¼ 1
N �m ∑

N � 1 � m

n¼ 0
xnxnþm (2)

Figure 2. Magnified AFM images and their 3D schematic representations of (A) rigid nanotube-like fibrils without periodicity,
type R1

0 (top) and type R2
0 (bottom); (B) rigid helical ribbon fibrils with periodicity, type R1

r (top) and R2
r (bottom); (C) flexible

thin F1
l (top) andflexible thick F2

l (bottom) twisted ribbonfibrils. Color codes areused to identifyfibril types consistently. (D) AFM
3D map of the selected region from (C) with black spots indicating positions of the contour points along the middle line of the
fibril (top). Graphical illustration of the contour ensemble, where eachpoint has three spatial Cartesian coordinates separatedby
a constant distance s in the image plane XY (bottom).
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where N is the total number of points along a fibril
contour,m is a lag distance, and x identifies the discrete
function of interest (hn or θn in our case). Similar to the
case of FFT analysis, all height profiles were centered at
zero prior to use. The twist/helix angular data were
obtained through themaxima andminima height peak
positions. The final averaging between all fibrils is
weighted according to their total lengths. Figure 3G,
H show the resulting curves for fibril types F1

l, R1
r, and

R2
r. The mainly positive height autocorrelation ampli-

tude values (Figure 3G) identify helical ribbon con-
formation for the rigid types, while the twisted
ribbons F1

l also possess correlations with a negative
amplitude. This observation further comfirms our
earlier discussion on the morphological shapes of
the periodical fibrils. Both autocorrelation functions
provide an alternative way to extract the period p of
the fibrils, which is identical and consistent with that
obtained by the DFTmethod: 41 nm for F1

l and 38 nm
for both R1

r and R2
r. Therefore, the autocorrelation

function is a powerful way to identify both periodi-
city and topology of fibrils.

The persistence length (λ) is one of the most
important mechanical properties of a polymer and
characterizes its flexibility. In 3D a formal definition of
the persistence length is the length at which angular
correlations in the tangent directions along the poly-
mer are decreased on average by e times.40 To estimate
the persistence length of the BSA fibrils, we used three
different calculation methods: bond correlation func-
tion (BCF), mean-squared end-to-end distance (MSED),
and mean-squared midpoint displacement (MSMD)
versus internal contour length l. Details of these meth-
ods can be found in the SI, with Figure S7 providing the
graphical representation of each method. Persistence
length estimation for flexible fibrils could be made by
means of both end-to-end distance and bond correla-
tion function without significant distortions (Figure 4A,C).
However, for rigid fibrils only end-to-end distance and
midpoint displacement methods provided acceptable

Figure 3. Average height distributions of (A) types F1
l and F2

l, (B) types R1
0 and R2

0, and (C) types R1
r and R2

r. (D) Bar chart of
the sorted subclass average height ÆHæ values (exact numbers are collected in Table S1). Pitch size estimation based on DFT of
the height profiles for the types F1

l (E) and R1
r (F). Colored stripes cover peaks related to the fibril averaged pitch sizes.

Averaged autocorrelation functions of the height (G) and the twisted/helix angle profiles (H) along the fibril middle lines.
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accuracy (Figure 4B,D). All the fitting results for experi-
mental data together with average lengths ÆLæ and
number of processed fibrils are given in Table S2.

The scaling exponent ν is a power term in the
proportional dependence of the mean end-to-end
distance versus internal contour length:41 ÆRæ ∼ lν.
When l is small (l < λ), the scaling exponent approaches
1, while for l . λ the expected exponent for a self-
avoiding random walk in 2D is 0.75. To extract the
scaling exponent of the fibrils, we performed a linear fit
of the natural logarithm of the end-to-end distance
versus the natural logarithm of the contour length.
A fit on the window from ln l � 0.25 to ln l þ 0.25
yielded the scaling exponent at position ln l. Figure 4E,F
show the scaling exponent versus the natural loga-
rithm of the internal contour length for two types of
fibrils: flexible thin F1

l and rigid thin without handed-
ness R1

0. Maximal fitting lengths at which statistics are
significant enough to avoid graphic distortions for
F1

l
fibrils and R1

0
fibrils are e7 = 1097 nm and e8 =

2981 nm, respectively. Persistence lengths are =150 nm
for F1

l
fibrils and =1350 nm for R1

0 (Table S2). So, in the
case of theflexible fibrils the fitting length is long enough
(=5 persistence lengths) to allow the scaling exponent to
plateau and reach the stationary expected value of
0.75; in contrast, for the rigid fibrils the fitting length is

too short (2.2 persistence lengths) to allow the scaling
exponent to attain a plateau, and its value remains
above the asymptotic limit of 0.75. The attained pla-
teau of ν for flexible fibrils indicates that chains have
reached self-similarity and can be modeled using real
chain statistics (self-avoiding random walk) in 2D.

Polymorphism in the BSA Fibrils and Relationship between
Fibril Types. Further investigation reveals a sophisti-
cated hierarchy in the BSA polymorphic fibril types
and a complex relationship between them. A common
pathway of structural polymorphic changes that is
shared by a variety of fibrillated proteins and peptides
is the transition of twisted ribbons to nanotubes with a
transient intermediate state corresponding to helical
ribbons.42�44 We have found a similar transition path-
way in the case of rigid BSA fibrils without periodicity.
Only one flexible fibril is involved; hence we call it the
single-fibril transformation pathway of BSA fibrillation.
Figure 5A,B display evidence of polymorphic changes
from F1

l to R1
0, as well as from F2

l to R2
0. The inter-

mediate helical ribbon conformations are denoted
as [F1

l] and [F2
l], respectively. Some rigid fibrils contain

at one end a part corresponding to a flexible fibril in
the helical ribbon conformation. Similar images of
helical ribbon progression into nanotube were re-
ported for enantiomeric-depsipeptide derivatives of

Figure 4. (A, B) Persistence length estimation for flexible and rigid fibrils by mean-squared end-to-end distance versus
internal contour length fitted by eq S1. (C) Persistence length estimation by bond correlation function fitted by eq S2 for
flexible fibrils. (D) Persistence length estimation by mean-squared midpoint displacement fitted by eq S3 for rigid fibrils.
Resulting persistence length values are summarized in Table S2. Scaling exponent evolution for (E) thin flexible, type F1

l, and (F)
thin rigid, type R1

0, fibrils, indicating that only F1
l have reached the self-similar behavior of self-avoiding random walk in 2D.
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the amyloidogenic peptide amylin (20�29).45 A white
arrow in Figure 5A points to a place along the fibrils of
the type R1

0where it is still possible to observe a not yet
fully closed region with left-handed periodicity. This is
additional evidence showing that single flexible BSA
fibrils can transform into nanotubes via the sequence
Fl f [Fl] f R0.

The other two types of rigid fibrils are right-handed
helical ribbons (Figure 2B) and follow an alternative
pathway in their polymorphic evolution. Two left-
handed flexible fibrils of the same type can wind
together and form a new right-handed twisted ribbon
with four protofilaments in cross-section (Figure 5C,D),
denoted by [R1

r] or [R2
r], depending on the initial type

of associating flexible fibrils. The last stage is the
transformation to the helical right-handed ribbon Rr,
sowe call this pathway the double-fibril transformation
pathway: 2Fl f [Rr] f Rr. Thus BSA can self-assemble
into various polymorphic states of amyloid fibrils with
either handedness.

Discussion. The present results indicate that the
globular protein BSA upon incubation at high tem-
perature (90 �C) and in acidic environment (pH 2) can
self-assemble into fibrillar structures with several

possible morphologies. In addition, the simultaneous
coexistence of left- and right-handed amyloid fibrils is
also resolved. Inversion on handedness with processing
conditions has been reported before for bovine insulin
fibrils upon vortexing46 and upon changing the pH from
1.1 to 2.1,47 but we are not aware of any work disclosing
simultaneous coexistence of left- and right-handed fibrils
from the same protein source. More importantly, a
rationale is presented here for the switch of handedness,
which goes beyond a previous understanding of macro-
scopic chirality as a result of the enantiomer precursors.48

The first step of the fibrillation process common to
all possible pathways starts with the formation of
single protofilaments, which can further assemble
pairwise into double-stranded ribbons. The most
stable conformation of these ribbons is a twisted con-
figuration (characterized by a saddle-like curvature).
However, kinetic energy or thermal fluctuations can
promote occasional transition of twisted ribbons to the
higher energetic status of helical ribbons (possessing a
mean curvature). It is indeed nowwell understood that
at low width to thickness ratio twisted ribbons are
energetically favored, whereas after a critical width to
thickness ratio, helical ribbons are energetically more

Figure 5. Pathways of thepolymorphic transformations between (A) type F1
l andR1

0, (B) type F2
l and R2

0, (C) twofibrils of type
F1

l and R1
r, and (D) two fibrils of type F2

l and R2
r. Intermediate forms of these transitions are identified with designations [F1

l],
[F2

l], [R1
r], and [R2

r], respectively. In panel (A) awhite arrowpoints to a place of R1
0where it is possible to observe a not yet fully

closed region with a left-handed periodicity. In a single-fibril transformation only one mature flexible fibril evolves into
another polymorphic type (Flf [Fl]f R0), while in the double-fibril transformation, two flexible fibrils of identical type form
different periodical rigid fibrils of inverted handedness (2Fl f [Rr] f Rr). Scale bars apply to all images.
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stable.42,44,49�52 Consistently, in two-stranded BSA fi-
brils, the twisted ribbons were prevalently observed in
this work, while helical ribbons were detected only
occasionally, inferring that the latter morphology is
metastable at these conditions. The gap between
edges in the helical ribbons can further vanish, driven
by line tension energy reduction,44 closing helical
ribbons into nanotube-like fibrils. We detected only
left-handed twisted and helical ribbons, which just
prior to complete closure still maintain the same
handedness. This can be systematically observed in
transient helical ribbon conformations at the nanotube
tails and, in extremely rare cases, along the nanotube
contour prior to closure (Figure 5A, white arrow).
Hence, flexible thin and thick left-handed twisted
ribbons can undergo a polymorphic transformation
into closed nanotubes via the helical ribbon transient
state, as already reported by our group in other
amyloid systems.42�44 Most surprisingly, however,
there is an alternative pathway to the formation of
rigid fibrils. This takes placewhen two double-stranded
flexible fibrils of the same type interactwith each other,
forming a ribbon with a doubled width and number of
protofilaments (i.e., four protofilaments). The widened
ribbon preferred state now becomes a helical ribbon
conformation, in agreement with expectations from
the increased width to thickness ratio, but an addi-
tional interesting topological change also occurs:
handedness switches from left-handed to right-
handed. Interestingly enough, each of two flexible

types of fibrils F1
l and F2

l can follow this route to form
rigid fibrils. The 3D reconstruction schemes of these
fibril polymorphic pathways are illustrated in Figure 6.
Thus, while single flexible fibrils Fl can form rigid thin
nanotubes R0 (Figure 6A) via an intermediate left-
handed helical ribbon conformation [Fl], two flexible
fibrils Fl can form one helical ribbon fibril with right-
handed periodicity Rr, via a right-handed twisted
ribbon [Rr] intermediate (Figure 6B). These results are
supported by recent simulations suggesting that
above a critical dihedral twisting angle of the consti-
tuting fibrils, handedness of the resulting fibril cluster
can invert53,54 if the assumption is made here that the
initial two-stranded flexible fibrils Fl possess an intrinsic
twist above this critical threshold.

CONCLUSIONS

A detailed statistical analysis of the topological
features of BSA fibrils was carried out from their
coordinates, tracked on high-resolution AFM images;
at longer length scales, structural features of the fibrils
were analyzed using a statistical polymer physics
formalism. Six distinct polymorphic forms could be
identified based on this study. Height profiles along
the fibrils' contour length revealed the presence of
either a periodicity with a well-defined pitch in some
classes of fibrils (F1

l, R1
r, R2

r), confirmed by fast Fourier
transform analysis and autocorrelation function of
height profiles, or undefined periodicity in other fibrils
(F2

l), or no periodicity in the remaining classes of fibrils
(R1

0, R2
0). The persistence lengths of both flexible fibril

types F1
l and F2

l were found to be close to each other.
However, rigid thick fibrils R2

0 and R2
r have an average

persistence length twice asmuch as rigid thin fibrils R1
0

and R1
r. When the thin fibrils grow to a long-enough

contour length (.the persistence length), they follow a
classical self-avoiding random walk in two dimensions
with a fractal exponent of 3/4; in contrast, in rigid fibrils
the persistence length is too large (or, equivalently the
contour length is too short) to reach self-similarity
scaling behavior. On the basis of this analysis, the
interdependence between the different polymorphic
states was conclusively resolved, in terms of structure,
composition, and handedness. This work provides the
first compelling evidence that inversion of handedness
during globular protein fibrillation is accompanied by
an increasing level of structural complexity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
BSA Fibril Formation. Prior to the incubation process, BSA

(Sigma-Aldrich, product no. A7030, lyophilized powder g98%)
was dialyzed with a semipermeable membrane (Spectra/Por
dialysis membrane 1, MWCO 6�8 kDa) for 3 days. Fibrils were
obtained by dissolving 1.5 g of the protein in 23.5 mL of Milli-Q
water adjusted to pH 2 with HCl. A vessel containing the
resulting 6 w/w % protein solution was kept in an oil bath at

high temperature (90 �C) for more than 6 days (145 h). To follow
the fibrillation kinetics, small aliquots were taken, specifically at
0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 20, 40, 70, 100, and 145 h, and immediately
placed in an ice�water cooling bath to quench the growth
kinetics. Mild agitation was applied throughout the whole
incubation process.

Atomic Force Microscopy. The samples taken at different incu-
bation times were diluted to a BSA concentration 0.1 w/w %

Figure 6. 3D schematic representations of the two main
pathways in the BSA fibrillation process. (A) The single-fibril
pathway occurs when the flexible left-handed twisted rib-
bons Fl transform into the rigid nanotube-like structure R0.
(B) The double-fibril pathway occurs when two left-handed
twisted ribbons 2Fl wind together forming the rigid right-
handed helical ribbon Rr.
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with pH 2 Milli-Q water. Then 20 μL aliquots of diluted solution
were deposited onto freshly cleaved mica substrates. After a
2 min equilibration each sample was rinsed with 1 mL of Milli-Q
water and gently dried with an air flow. AFM scanning was
performed with a MultiMode VIII scanning probe microscope
(Bruker, USA) operated in a tapping mode under ambient
conditions and with cantilevers having a nominal vibrating
frequency of 150 kHz.

Fibril Tracking. In order to apply statistical analysis to the fibril
systems, we obtained their coordinates using an in-house
program written in MATLAB. Each tracked fibril in the AFM
image is identified as a contour, a sequence of points ordered
along the fibril's middle line from one end to the other. Hence,
the position of any fibril can be determined by a set of
coordinates of all points that the fibril's contour incorporates.
All contours have a constant distance between the point's
projections on the XY plane, the step size s, which has a typical
value on the order of the pixel size of the AFM image. The initial
position of each contour is assigned manually with auxiliary
help from the A* pathfinding algorithm.55 To obtain subpixel
accuracy, contours were deformed and fitted precisely to a
bright ridge of a fiber using an Open Active Contours
algorithm,56,57 slightly adjusted for our purposes. All traced
fibril data were extracted from high-resolution AFM images
with metrical dimensions 15 � 15 μm and resolution 5120 �
5120 pixels. Images of the 40 h sample were used for tracking
flexible classes of fibrils, while data on rigid fibrils were obtained
from AFM images of the 100 h sample. Data on rigid fibrils from
images acquired with a large AFM scanner (100� 100 μm edge
size and analogous resolution) were used for persistence length
and scaling exponent determination. In this procedure, the
fibrils that cross the image edge were eliminated from the
statistics to reduce errors in contour length estimation. In total,
4035 fibrils were tracked in this study to reach sufficient
statistical significance. The entire data processing and statistical
analysis were performed using the same in-house software.
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